
Bub’s Bazaar 

The Large Items, Instruction & Label 

 

At Bub’s Bazaar we have a dedicated area for your items to be sold like prams, strollers, cots, 
car seats, large toys, rockers and more, 

Each stall holder can bring 6 items to be place in the large items area, of which there should not 
be more than 2 of the same you have to sell. 

How it Works 

When you bring your large item to be placed in the large items area you will have your  
Large Item Label & Receipt ready completed with all the details. 
Make sure you bring the whole label- do not separate, we do so at the Large Items area, and 
have your item ready. Each item must have its own label. A sample label is at the end- the text in 
blue is a sample of what you could put on the label, have the description matching in both 
sections and as much info where possible.! A blank label is on page 3 to print off. 

Leave the stall number until market morning to add, when you at your stall, just to be sure. 

When you bring your item with the label to the large items area in the morning, our staff will 
attach the top label to your item, stamp your receipt and then give the receipt back to you. 
Please don’t just drop off your item and leave without getting your receipt stamped. We will 
not put items on display until they have been processed by a staff member. It is really important 
for security purposes that you follow the above process. 

Our large items area will be open from 7:30 when sellers are allowed in for set-up and we will 
accept large items until 8:45, after this The Large Items area will not accept any items. 

This way we have some extra time to arrange your items for better display and can double check 
on all items being ready with their labels, in clean and good working order. 
We pride ourselves for offering only quality pre-loved items to be sold buy sellers at our Bub’s 
Bazaar Market and will refuse or send back any items that are dirty, broken, rusty or in any other 
form or shape not acceptable. 

The process of selling your item 

1. Shopper finds your item and would like to buy it, 
2. Finds your stall and makes the purchase 
3. You give the large items receipt part  
4. Shopper goes to large items, pick the item and checks out with our staff. 

Important- if the buyer carries on shopping without picking up the item immediately - 
Please tell the buyer to have this market as ‘Sold’ by staff so others will not have to waste their 
time to find our and you won’t get bothered with the constant inquiries.  

Need to change the price? 

Should you feel that changing/ lowering the price is needed then please just go to your large item 
and mark the price down on the label and your receipt. 

Unsold Items at the end of the market day 

It is important that you present the receipt for your large item when collecting so we know it is 
yours. 

The large items area will be safe guarded for about 20 minutes after the conclusion of the 
market. Please collect your items by then. See a staff member if you need a bit longer. 
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Large Item Label – DO NOT REMOVE FROM ITEM 

Selling:  
 
 
 
 

Cost:                                  Stall# 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------- 
Large Item Receipt 

Sold:  
 
 
 
 

Cost:                                  Stall# 
 
 
 
Please mark as Sold if not picked up immediately- we do not hold 
or take responsibility for your item! 

Sample Item, Blue & Red with accessories  
(accessories kept at seller’s stall) 
More info if you like- the more info the better-  

repeat this/copy in Receipt label  

$ 95.00 

/ono 

Add number 

on the day 

Sample Item, Blue & Red with accessories  
(accessories kept at seller’s stall) 
More info if you like- the more info the better 

Should be same as large item Label above. 

$ 95.00 

/ono 

 Add number 

on the day 



Large Item Label – DO NOT REMOVE !! 
Selling:  
 
 
 
 

Cost:                                  Stall# 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------- 
Large Item Receipt 

Sold:  
 
 
 
 

Cost:                                  Stall# 
 
 
 
Please mark as Sold if not picked up immediately- we do not hold 
or take responsibility for your item! 

 

    

 

    


